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ecent scholarship on Bell in Campo has largely ignored
the play's war-widow, Madame Jantil. Critics have
instead focused on the Ama2onian Lady Victoria, an
outspoken leader who defies both husband and convention, success
fully leading her army of "noble heroikesses" to military victory.' The
Lady Victoria's obvious feminist appeal has, so far, obscured the more
subtle feminist allure of her dramatic counterpart. When MadameJantil

' Margaret Cavendish, Belt in Campo,\nPla]ies andOrations of Divers Sorts (LoaAoa,1662), 588.
All future citations to Bell in Campo, as well as to Cavendish's The Female Academy and The
Convent of Pleasure, are to this edition.
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does gamer attention, she routinely conies to represent what Sophie
Tomlinson describes as a "narrowing of scope" within the play.^ The
critical disregard for Madame Jantil can be attributed to the widespread
sense that Cavendish's plays present competing models for female
behavior that, as Susan Wiseman notes, create "a circuit of associations
and disjunctions between claims of gender and hierarchy, not a
sequence of argument."^ Viewed from this perspective, the behavior of
the "active cavalier" Lady Victoria offers critics a more fertile ground
for exploring Cavendish's complex, and often contradictory, pro
nouncements on the nature of women and on their ability to shape
their place in society.'' While most critics note the fleeting quality of the
gains that Lady Victoria obtains, they also equate her freedom of
movement with an expansion of women's capacity for self-defimtion
and authority.^
Within this framework, Madame Jantil invariably comes to figure
as a sad exemplar of female compliance to male authority. Like Lady
Victoria, Madame Jantil initially vies for inclusion in the war camp; but,
whereas Lady Victoria argues her point and creates her own army,
Madame Jantil abides by her husband's decision to leave her at home.
When her husband dies, Madame Jantil sets in motion her withdrawal
from the world. She dismisses most of her servants, sells her goods and
property, and, after erecting a tomb for her husband, devotes the rest
of her very short life to contemplating his excellence. Her life and the
manner of her death appear to conform to the early modern feminine
ideals of chastity, silence, and obedience.

^ Sophie Tomlinson, '"My Brain the Stage': Margaret Cavendish and the Fantasy of Female
Performance," in S. P. Cerasano and Marion Wynne Davies, eds., Reading in Rinaissance
Women's Drama, History, and Performance 1594-1998 (New York: Routledge, 1998), 282. Erin
Lang-Bonin characterizes MadameJantil as "content with masculinist definitions of women,
and with their ornamental and fixed natures"; see "Margaret Cavendish's Dramatic Utopias
and the Politics of GeiiAeif Strrdies in English Literature 40 (2000): 342. Susan Wiseman passes
over Madame Jantil completely (Drama and Politics in the English CM War [Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1998]) as does Nancy Cotton, "Women Playwrights in England:
Renaissance Noblewomen," in Readings in Renaissance Women's Drama,32—46.
' Wiseman, Drama and Politics, 105.
•* For the distinction between "active" and "contemplative" cavalier, see Anna Battigelli,
Margaret Cavendish and the Exiles of the Mind (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1998),
26.
' See Tomlinson, "My Brain the Stage," 282; and John Rogers, The MatterofRevoktiotr: Science,
Poetry, and Politics in the Age of Milton (Ithaca: Cornell UniversityTress, 1996), 187-88, 207.
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When we consider how Madame Jantil accomplishes her retreat,
however, a more interesting possibility emerges. Throughout the play.
Cavendish aligns Madame Jantil with the classically inspired early
modern theories of architecture of the fifteenth-century Italians, Leone
Alberti, Andre Palladio, and Sebastian Serlio.^ These architects brought
a new rationale to the act of building by maintaining that architecture
defined society through the organization of spaces in which people
lived and worked. For these theorists, and for the early modern English
architects who emulated them, buildings spoke a universal language of
order, balance, and social authority that reinforced divinely ordained
hierarchies of rank and gender. Their theories would provide later
Enlightenment architects with a philosophicaland practical method for
reshaping the cities and houses of post-Restoration England.^ For
Cavendish, these same theories would offer an opportunity to test the
relationship between the material and the social places of women.
In this essay, I shall argue that Bell in Catnpd% Madame Jantil uses
architecture to create spaces that speak eloquently precisely because
they enable a life of silence and control. Cavendish's use of architec
tural principles allows her to alter the fatiuliar early modern connec
tions between speech and gender. In constructing her massive "living
tomb," Madame Jantil uses mortar and stone as elements of a highly
material language.® She intends her edifice to convey particular meaning
to those who view it. While we, as readers, cannot forget that Madame

' While early modem architects did take some direction from the remains of classical Greek
architecture, they primarily looked to Roman models for inspiration. The work of the first
century B.C. Roman architectVitmvius, compiled in his Ten Books onArchitecture, served as the
basis for early modem architectural theory.
' Alberti, Palladio, and Serlio were the most cited authorities on architecture throughout the
sixteenth and seventeenth century. English writers such as InigoJones, Henry Wotton, and
Roger Pratt, did expand and"correct" Vitruvius and the Renaissance Italianarchitects inorder
to account for English climate and customs. Wotton, for example, writes that the natural
hospitality of the English demands that their butteries be larger and more prominently placed
than Italian models permit; see The Elements of Architecture (1624; reprint, Charlottesville:
University Press of Virginia, 1968), 71. On the architectural changes in seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century En^nd see Colin Pratt, The Great BthtdUing of Tudor and Stuart England
(London: University of South Hampton Press, 1994), 133-40; Lee Morrissey, Erom the Temple
to the Castle: An Architectural Histoiy of British Literature (Charlottesville: University Press of
Virginia, 1999), 4—5; and Frederick Hard, "Introduction" to Henry Wotton's The Elements of
Architecture, esp. Ixv-lxxx.
' Cavendish, Bell in Campo, 600. All future citations to this work will be indicated parentheti
cally.
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Jantil's accomplishment ultimately results in an enclosed life and lonely
death, the monument she creates lasts far longer than the temporary
army that Lady Victoria organizes. Madame Jantil's use of architecture
ensures that she, like her more glamorous military counterpart. Lady
Victoria, participates in Cavendish's long experimentation with finding
a balance between feminine virtue and women's engagement with the
world.
Cavendish's interest in early modern architecture does not begin
and end with Madame Jantil. In her 1666 treatise. Observations Upon
ExperimentalPhilosopf^, Cavendish positions architecture as the central
metaphor illustrating her theory of motion:
As in the Exstruction of a house, there is first required an
Architect or Surveigher, who orders and designs the building,
and puts the labourers to work...so the Rational part, in the
framing of Natural Effects, is as it were, the Surveigher or
Architect.®
In this passage, both the architectural impulse and movement arise out
of a subject's capacity to imagine rational possibilities. The imaginative
power of architecture also proves fundamental to the relative success
or failure of two of Cavendish's dramatic Utopias, those temporarily
created in The Female Academy and The Convent of Pleasure. As Erin LangBonin points out, in Cavendish, Utopia building often relies on
women's ability to sequester themselves from men. The resulting
spaces, however transitory, allow for "new 'publics' in which women
wield political power and authority."^" Whether Cavendish discusses
the motion of atoms or contemplates the problems inherent in creating
female spaces, architecture provides her with both a model for the way
the world works and an explanation for why its social systems so often
fail. That is not to say that Cavendish displays complete familiarity with

' Margaret Cavendish, Observations Upon Experimental Ehitosophp. To Which is Added The
Descrption of a Nen> Blasting World (London, 1666), H2'.
See especially, "Dramadc Utopias," 339, 341, 348. The women's autonomy in The Female
Academy becomes compromised by a series of "large open Grates" (653), a design weakness
eliminated in the more self-sufficient Convent (19). Especially when considered alongside
early modern conflations of architecture and the human body, these open grates take on a
distinctly sexual aspect
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the intricacies of architecture's formal "orders" and specialized
vocabulary. In fact, she is often vague when describing the pillars,
arches, frontispieces, and facings invoked in her drama and prose
pieces. Nevertheless, neoclassical principles of architecture govern her
descriptions of buildings and facilitate her attempts to describe, and
modify, properly functioning society.
Cavendish's investment in architecture, as metaphor and ideal,
places her firmly within the century-long project of spatial reformation
in England. This reformation reached a frenzied state in the fifty years
following the Great Fire of 1666 (in which some four-fifths of Lon
don's buildings were destroyed). But writers interested in architectural
theory laid the groundwork for this material transformation much
earlier. Desire for symmetry and mathematical rationales in buildings
emerged as English authors discovered and expanded upon the writings
of Roman and Italian architects, adapting their findings to English
language and English thought.By focusingon mathematically informed
"orders" and "forms," by concentrating on the balance that might be
achieved in architecture, architectural writers constructed an ideal not
only for buildings, but also for society and the human bodies of which
it is composed."
Cavendish, as a woman, could never forget the differences
between her own architectural projects and those of the men of her
period. Prominent architectural writers routinely imagine the propri
etors of their buildings as male. When they make plans for secret
passageways, galleries, and libraries, when they consider the placement
of bedrooms and hallways, they do so with the image of the Master of
the House firmly in mind. Henry Wotton, for example, articulates the
masculine bent of architectural writing when he notes that:
Every Mans proper Mansion House and Home, being the
Theater of his Hospitality, the Seate of Setf-fruition, the

" As early as the 1540s, English writers discussed the work of Vitruvius; however, not until
John Shute published The First and CM^ Grounds of Arcbitectun (1563), did the terms of
architecture, and the word "architecture" itself, enter into the En^sh vocabulary. Along with
more specific words such as jrus;t, pedestal, and cornice, Shute coined _the word r/mmetry to
describe the order that he found in Vitruvius and the later Serlio. The concept of synametry
radically altered the ways Engjish writers both discussed architecture and designed buildings
(Hard, "Introduction," Ixv).
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Comfortabkstpart of his owne Life, the Noblest of his Sonnes
Inheritance...may well deserue by
Attributes, according to
the degree of the Master, to be decently and delightfully
adorned.'^

For Wotton, architecture serves as an affirmation of patriarchal
processes on a variety of levels. Not only does the "proper" house
enable transfer of authority from father to son, it provides the stage for
the Master's demonstration of his secure place in the social order. In
contrast, Cavendish's female architects, such as Madame Jantil, come
to their projects as outsiders, self-consciously using architecture to
create buildings that meet their own, necessarily gendered, concerns.
Even as she acknowledges architecture as a primarily masculine
preserve. Cavendish continues to connect her female architects to the
spatial theories that would direct architecture in the late seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.
Cavendish's privileging of architectural knowledge is in keeping
with Renaissance thinking on the matter. From the early years of the
seventeenth century, educators regarded architecture as one of areas of
study requisite for the educated and the high-ranking. In 1607, James
Cleland noted that there are
[PJrinciples oiArchitecture-, which I thinke necessarie also for
a Gentleman to be knowne; not to worke as a Maister
Mason, but that he may be able in looking upon any building,
both naturallie in respect of it selfe and in respect of the eie
to tel what is Frontispice, Tympare."
By 1624, Henry Wotton could state in the opening section of The
Elements of Architecture-. "I shall not neede (like the most part of Writers)
to celebrate the
which I deliuer. In that point I am at ease. For
Architecture can want no commendation, where there are Noble Men, or
Noble mindes."^* For both Cleland and Wotton, architecture remains a
Wotton, Elements, 82.
"James Cleland, The Institution of a Young Noble Man (1607; reprint. New York: Scholars'
Facsimiles & Reprints, 1948), 91-92.
Wotton, Elements, 3. Wotton's comments regarding the legitimacy of architecture as a form
of study are echoed in many of the works of the time. For the inclusion of architecture in the
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sign of authority and privilege. Through knowledge of its precepts, men
demonstrate their grasp of the laws that govern both the well-ordered
life and the smoothly functioning State. Bell in Campo's own Lady
Victoria emphasizes the grandeur associated with architects when she
proclaims, "Had our [women's] education been answerable to [men's],
we might have proved as good Soldiers and Privy Councellers, Rulers
and Commanders, Navigators and Architectors, and as learned Scholars
both in Arts and Sciences, as men are" (587). Cavendish herearticulates
an idea that would animate the great, public rebuilding projects of
Charles II; the principals of architecture play as important a role in
society as the arts of war or government.
UTien Renaissance writers address the topic of architecture,
however, they, like Cavendish, do not refer to the construction of
buildings in general, nor do these writers advocate study of the
traditional methods and models of English builders. Instead, Cleland's
careful use of specific architectural vocabulary and Wotton's early
invocation of the classical architect Vitruvius represent early modern
writers' interest in the architectural principals made popular by Alberti,
Palladio, and SerUo. Through these Continental interpreters and
revisers of Vitruvius, English readers learned, in the words of John
Dee, to see the architect as:
neither Smith, nor Builder: nor, separately, any Artificer: but
the Hed, the Prouost, the Director, and the ludge of all
Artificiall workes, and all Artificers. For, the true Architect, is
able to teach. Demonstrate, distribute, describe, and ludge all
workes wrought. And he, onely, searcheth out the causes and
reasons, of all Artificiall thynges.*^

early modern curriculum, see Christy Anderson, "Monstrous Babels: Language and
Architectural Style in the English Renaissance" in Architecture and Language: Constructing Identic
inLuropeanATcintecturec.1000-c.1650 (Cambridge:Cambridge UniversityPress, 2000), 148-61,
esp. 159-60. On the prevalenceand influence of the"gentleman architect" into the eighteenth
century, see Wilton-Ely, "The Rise of the Professional Architect in England," in The Architect:
Chapters in the Histoty of the Profession, 2nd ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000),
180-84; and Morrissey, From the Temple, 5.
John Dee, The Mathematicall Praeface to the Elements of Geometrie of Euclid of Megara (1570;
reprint. New York: Science History Publications, 1975), diij-diij".
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In accomplishing their ideals, architects both imitated the proper,
mathematical "order" in their plans and, through this imitation,
generated symmetry within an imperfect, social world.'®
As Dee makes clear, the physical structure of the building is only
one aspect of the architect's art. Architects should use mortar and stone
and brick to arrange human lives—to create the patterns in space that
would most clearly embody the ideal patterns of human interaction.
One of the earliest and most influential commentators on Vitruvius,
Leone Alberti, begins his Tefi Books on Architecture with the idea that
architecture is the basis for society: "[TJo us, who consider the
Usefulness and Necessity of Coverings and Walls, it seems evident, that
they were the chief Causes of assembling Men together."" The
correspondences between the balanced building and the seemingly
natural social structure show even more strongly in Alberti's discussion
"Of Works of a Public Nature": "it is here that we must begin our
Disquisition, namely from the Nature of Mankind, and wherein they
differ from one another; since upon their Account it is that Buildings
are erected, and for their Uses varied."'® For Alberti and the architects
who followed him, architecture is society. Its immense power must be
regulated to produce balanced households, cities, and states.
But what exactly is the balanced building, the balanced society, for
which these neo-classical architects yearn? According to Andre
Palladio, the architect who inspired Inigo Jones, a sense of balance
begins with the three founding principles of architecture: "convenience,
duration, and beauty.""That is, a well-designed building must not only

" Inigo Jones, one of the most influential of Palladio's English followers, argued that this
"new" neoclassical architect wasalso a paragon of masculine rationalityand virtue. In an entry
dated 20 January 1615, Jones notes that in architecture, the outward ornaments of a building
should be "sollid, proporsionable according to the miles, masculine, and unaffected," qtd. by
John Svmaaetioxx, Architecture in Britain 1530-1830 (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1969), 67.
"Leone Alberti,Ten Books onArcbitecture (1452), trans. GiacomoLeoni (1715; reprint, London:
Alec Tiranti Ltd., 1955), ix. For Alberti's influence on Palladio, see Placzek's introduction to
Andrea Palladio, The Four Books of Architecture, trans. Isaac Ware (1738; reprint. New York:
Dover Publications, 1965), vi. Wotton mentions Alberti in his Preface and Roger Pratt cites
him in his notebooks; see The Architecture ofSirBagerVratt (New York: Amo Press, 1979), 25,
285. See also Hard, "Introduction," for Alberti's influence on Pratt and Evelyn (bcxvii, Ixxi).
" Alberti, Ten Books, 64.
" Palladio, Four Books, 1. Similarly, Alberti writes of, "|T]hree Properties required in all
Manner of Buildings, namely that they be accommodated to their respective Purposes, stout
and strong for Duration, and pleasant and delightful to the Sight," Ten Books, 112.
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be straight in every line, firm in its foundations and supports, it must
also fiolfill its proper function:
An edifice may be esteemed commodious, when every part
or member stands in its due place and fit situation, neither
above or below its dignity and use... .Beauty will result from
the form and correspondence of the whole, with respect to
the several parts, of the parts with regard to each other, and
of these again to the whole; that the structure may appear an
entire and complete body, wherein each member agrees with
the other, and aU necessary to compose what you intend to
form.2°
That a disordered building would produce disordered inhabitants
follows inevitably. This correlation, while rooted in the mi
cro/macrocosm models of the sixteenth century, remained a standard
way of describing architectural ideals, even after architects developed
more mathematically based approaches to building design. As late as
1680, in his translation of Roland Freart's neoclassical Parallel, John
Evelyn argues that "It is from the aymmetrie of our Buildings, want of
decorum and proportion in our Houses, that the irregularity of our humors
and affections may be shrewdly discern'd."^^ Charles II provides Evelyn
with hope that the "monstrous body" of the city might be "reformed,"
"restrained," "paved," and "polished."^ By equating buildings and
bodies, architects naturalized the structures of the city and imposed a
high degree of restraint on the disorderly impulses of the wayward
citizenry. Just as the placement of limbs allowed the human body to
work efficiendy, so the correct placement of rooms and streets, allowed
the physical structure of the city to approach perfection.^

^"Pailidio, Four Books, 1.
"John Evelyn, The Whob Botfy ofAncientandModernArchibciure:Comprehending What has been said
of it by these Ten PrindpalAuthors Q-OsAoa,1680), n.p.
" Evelyn, Whob Body, n.p. Evelyn's translation is dedicated to Charles II, an obvious choice
given Charles' interest in building, both before and after the fire of 1666.
^ For Wotton, buildings are macrocosms of the intricate passages of the body, with offices
for veins and well-placed windows and doors for eyes and mouths {Ebments, 117). The later
Roger Pratt gives a practical example of this premise in his 1660 notebooks; "The Offices
being thus treated of as the groundwork of the rest, let the fairest rooms above be placed in
the very midst of the house,as the bulk of a man is between his members, for so the grace of
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Renaissance architectural theorists minimized the tensions
between architecture's naturalizing and restraining aspects by reminding
readers that architecture's power derived from the communication it
created between various hierarchicallyarranged spaces. The functioning
of the "system," whether on the large or small scale, assumed a smooth
and continuous exchange of information between parts, with, in
Wotton's words, "The place of euery part...determined by its use."^"*
One need only examine the place in which one is to understand one's
function, and vice-versa. Alberti offers an early and influential example
of this when he describes the correct arrangement of the country
house:
The Wife's chamber should go into the Wardrobe; the
Husband's into the Library...Out of this Chamber let there
be a Passage to the Place where you keep your Treasure.
Here place the Boys; and by the Wardrobe the Girls...Next
to the Lodgings of the young Gentleman, should be the Place
where the Arms are kept.^^
At each stage of this description, Alberti uses the physical space of the
house to delineate the hierarchies of gender, rank, and age upon which
his "ordered" society depends. Alberti's comments regarding the
placement of servants could be taken as a description for the entire
domestic arrangement."Stewards, Officers, and Servants should be so
lodged...that each may have a convenient Place, suitable to his
business." Alberti concludes this passage with details for the housing
of animals, grains, fruits and vegetables, and finally, useful dung and, as
far from the house as possible, human waste. Alberti's ever widening
plan for the house places the most essential in the center, the least
desirable at the fringes, and casts over this arrangement the rationale of
usefulness and purpose.
In the buildings envisioned by the neoclassical architects, various
parts of the "body" automatically, or naturally, work with each other.
them will appear the greater, and as for the other rooms which shall be thought necessary to
be added, let them be eqtially paced both as to dimension and number, on one side and the
other" {Architectun,64).
" Wotton, 'Elements, 7.
® Alberti, Ten 'Books, 107.
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Communication between the eyes and the hands, between the Master's
chamber and the stables, occurs spontaneously through a function of
the order itself. At the same time, the lives led in these rooms and
house are compartmentalized, separated, and balanced. Wotton, for
example, describes houses in which all activities have their proper
place, in which the "chambers of Delighf remain distinct from those of
work and rest.^ With all parts in their proper place and in proper
relation to one another, power is maintained perfectly because it is
maintained effortlessly.
Perhaps because of the "natural" model on which the ideal house
is based, architectural writers seem much more concerned with creating
silent, private spaces than they are with facilitating social and physical
exchange. vMberti advises architects to separate the chambers of the
Master and the Mistress so that, among other things, the noises of
childbearing wiU not irritate the Master. He goes on to seclude the
"ancient Mother" away from the bustle of the household, "well seciored
against the Cold, and out of the Way of all Noises either from within
or without."^^ As the country house approaches ideality, inhabitants
reside in their "fit and decent" places and activity in the house acquires
a sense of directed, and in a way, soundless, activity. Despite architects'
interest in the daily lives lived in their buildings, they rarely mention the
conversations occurring in their houses. Alberti advises that porticoes
be built in which old men may chat, and secret passages placed within
the walls so the Master of the house may receive private messages.^®
However, in general, speech, conversation, and the exchange of ideas
are assumed rather than encouraged.
The desire for compartmentalization and silence only becomes
more pronounced as the seventeenth century progresses. Roger Pratt,
Charles IPs commissioner for the rebuilding of London, spends
considerable energy in his notebooks ruminating about how to reduce
noise through the positioning of rooms and the separation of servants'
passages from those of the family. For Pratt, the architect's goal should
be to create homes "sweet, neat and free from all noise and such like
other inconveniences."^' In the 1690s Roger North would roundly
^ Wotton, Elements, 78,66.
" Wotton, Elements, 107.
^ Alberti, Ten Books,104,84.
^ Pratt, Architecture, 62.
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critici2e the fashion of "compact houses" by noting that "all the noises
of the house are heard everywhere."^ Writers in the later part of the
century regularly compare this quiet ideal with what they perceive as a
more socially disorganized, and certainly louder, arrangement of space
in older buildings.^' For neoclassical architects, the ideal budding
regulates both activity and communication. It fulfills its function by
creating masterful arrangements of space and by controlling exacdy
what is heard, by whom, and when.
In Margaret Cavendish's work, the degree of control architecture
grants remains powerful enough to order societies that, at first glance,
appear alien and arbitrary. In her Utopian The Blasting World, for
example. Cavendish offers readers an exuberant demonstration of the
architectural theory that writers like Palladio, Wotton, and Pratt
espouse.^^ At the time of the Empress's arrival, the state already works
along the sympathetic "natural" model that early modern architects
advocated. The inhabitants of the Blazing World speak the same
language, practice the same religion, and invoke the metaphor of the
body politic to support their monarchical form of government (134).
As the Empress discovers, the physical structures of Blazing World
homes and cities foUow a simdar pattern. Cavendish writes:
The dty itself was budt of gold and their architecture was
noble, stately and magnificent, not like our modern, but like
those in the Roman time; for our modern buddings are like
those houses which chddren use to make of cards, one storey
above another, fitter for birds, than men; but theirs were
more large, and broad, than high; the highest of them did not
exceed two storeys, besides those rooms that were under
ground, as cedars and other offices. (131)

^ Roger North, OfBtdUUng. Reger North's Writings on Architecture (Oxford, Qarendon Press,
1981), 69. Interestingly, the model for many of the compact houses came from InigoJones'
designs.
" Colin Pratt, GreafRtbtdlcting, 41-42.See also North's comments on the changes between the
architecture of his father's time and his own
68).
Margaret Cavendish, The Descr^tion ofa Nem WorU Called the Bldsfng World and Other Writings
(1666; reprint. New York: New York University Press, 1992). All future references to this
work will be indicated parenthetically.
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Questioned by the Empress as to why they biiilt as they did. Blazing
World architects answer:
the lower their buildings were, the less were they subject
either to the heat of the sun, to wind, tempest, decay,
etc the thicker the walls were, the warmer were they in
winter, and the cooler in summer, for their thickness kept out
both cold and heat.. .arches and pillars, did not only grace a
building very much, and caused it to appear magnificent, but
made it also firm and lasting. (136)
As this description suggests, theories of architecture work to create a
society in which bizarre creations and fantastic wealth become the
accessories to a naturalized system of power. The Blaring World offers
an image of organized and perfect harmony in which the exercise of
power is easy and productive.
In The Bla^ng World, Cavendish seems to invoke the architectural
language of unity and balance comfortably. The Empress finds that
form and function mesh in her fabulous world; to exercise her power,
she need only prompt her creatures to become themselves more fiilly.
But Cavendish's earlier Bell in Campo demonstrates a far more produc
tive, and far more troubling,view of the architectural synthesis of form
and function. Unhappy with the positions that their husbands have
created for them. Lady Victoria and Madame Jantil both experiment
with the correspondences between speech, social place, and architec
tural space.The limitations on their attempts, however, suggest that the
order and balance promoted by Alberti, Wotton, and Palladio requires
a synthesis of space and power denied to the women of Bell in Campo.
Eager to prove her value as a woman and as a wife. Lady Victoria
uses the expansive "Body" of her army to redefine female function.She
and her women warriors adjust the spaces around them, changing fields
into "Schools of Martial Arts and Sciences" and transforming their
"weak and fearfuU" bodies into those of conquering "heroikesses"
through physical conditioning and martial discipline (588).Just as Lady
Victoria reorganizes the functional bodies of her warriors, she also
reorganizes their position in society. Her warriors must train in "several
Bodies;" they must see themselves as elements of a social apparatus
that maintains order (592). The hierarchical structure on which the
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Army relies, however, ensures that once Lady Victoria relinquishes
power to the Masculine army, she also loses her ability to orate, to
move, and to enact. When she reenters the physical structure of the city
she resumes her subordinate position. Whereas before she directed
every move of her army, within the boundaries of the city, she herself
becomes a movable ornament, encased in gilt armor and wheeled about
in golden chariot. First among the honors bestowed on the triumphant
army of women is that, "[A]ll women shall hereafter in the Kingdome
be Mistress in their own Houses and Families" (631). Although the
proclamation goes on to grant women limited freedom of movement
and some degree of economic freedom, by the end of the drama, the
heroikesses of the play have been reintegrated within the prevailing
social and architectural order.
With MadameJantil, a different sort of pattern emerges. Like the
soldiers of the Feminine Army, Madame Jantil changes her material
presence over the course of the play. However, whereas the female
warriors adopt a code of behavior designed to form a collective body
directed by Lady Victoria, the new physicality of MadameJantil serves
to simultaneously isolate her from society and insure that her every
action speaks to a watching public. MadameJantil uses the building of
the tomb to reorder discursively (and physically) the architectural
framework in which she moves. The end result is not the limited spatial
freedom of the female Heroicks, but an increasing silence and
solidification. When we consider the value neoclassical architects placed
on silence and privacy, Madame Jantil's retirement, along with her
architectural control over her environment, demonstrate a distinct
break with traditional depictions of feminine virme. In the shift from
wife to cloistered widow, she takes on an architectural body far larger
and more eloquent than her frail, physical one. MadameJantil does die;
however, her building acts as a testament to both her husband and to
herself. Moreover, it becomes a testament to her as an agent, rather
than an object, of social ordering.
Bell in Campo begins with war between the Army of Reformation
and the Army of Faction, but this military struggle provides nothing
more than a backdrop for the more central conflict of the drama. From
the opening scenes, men and women are at odds, debating the nature
of honor and the duties of love, and, most importantly, outlining the
proper functions and limits of the female body. The play opens with
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two "Gentlemen" describing their Lord General as a model for highranking soldiers; "|H]e will have aU things ready, and proper for use,"
and he takes care that everything in his train, from his weapons and his
horses, to his wagons and servants, serves utilitarian rather than merely
aesthetic purposes (519). In this respect, the Lord General seems to
fulfill the ideal that neoclassical architects upheld. Everything from
"House to Family" is setded and ordered prior to his departure (580).
Part of this "settlement" involves the placement of his wife within his
domain. The Lord General states: "Nature hath made women like
China or Pursleyn. They must be used gendy, and kept warily, or they
will break and fall on Deaths head" (581). In his figuration, women
occupy a particxalar, static place designated by their fragile physicality.
Outside of this place, in the open spaces of the military camp, he says,
women "will be always puling and sick, and whining and crying"
(582—83). Madame Jantil's husband echoes this logic when he insists
that his wife remain behind. Just as in Alberti and Wotton's houses, the
valued female members of the family "should" occupy a static place
away from the changing, tumultuous circuit of the world. However, in
the course of the play, the meaning of this "safe," central location
changes. Through Madame Jantil, the text refigures the value and
possibilities of both domestic space and the women contained within
them.
For Madame Jantil, as for the English early modern theorists Dee
and Wotton, architecture signifies much more than the arrangement of
stone, timber, and mortar. The tomb she creates serves as both her
final house and her last grand statement to the world—every building
and every ornament of the structure resounds with a meaning that
Madame Jantil hopes wiU be heard long after her own lifeis over.^' Her
project begins the moment she receives her soldier-husband's remains.
Seigneur Valeroso, Madame Jantil's husband, gives orders that on his
death, his body should return to his wife's custody, to do with as she
pleases. WhUe Madame Jantil's instructions for the body's immediate
casing conform to typical seventeenth-century English practices, the

" Madame Jantil's concern with future generations' ability to read her work comes through
in her comments regarding the relative merits of brass and stone in tomb construction. She
insists that only stone be used; brass, she explains, proves far too tempting during times of
war. She goes on to blame "covetousness" for the destruction of so many of the tombs of
antiquity {Bell in Campo, 600).
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monument in its entirety exceeds both the standard tombs of Caven
dish's England and the expectations of the play-world's spectators.^"*
This is a tomb built like a house, in accordance with theories put forth
by both sixteenth- and seventeenth-century architects. Covering
something between ten and twenty acres, Madame Jantil's "living
tomb" contains a bedchamber, a closet, a gallery, a cloister for viewing
paintings of the deceased, an ancillary building for servants, and
grounds with carefully chosen trees and an abundance of statuary (600).
Her tomb also owes something to pre-Reformation chantries, a
similarity made stronger in the details to her own will, which include
stipulations for maintaining religious persons at the tomb. The tomb,
however, departs from the conventions of sixteenth-century chantry
building in its scale, its ornamentation, its independence from another
larger religious structure, and its inclusion of adjacent living quarters.
Madame Jantil's tomb, while rooted in the architectural traditions of
early modern England, including those of the chantry, really presages
the building projects of post-Reformation England. Like the buildings
that Wotton imagined, it exists as an experiment in architectural
rationality.
One of the most prominent aspects of MadameJantil's experiment
involves her engagement with language, both verbal and emblematic.
As Cavendish would do throughout her works, MadameJantil creates
new worlds through language. Within her small necropolis, she defines
each element, ascribing to each pillar and statue a meaning beyond its
function. One section of her long description suffices to illustrate the
intricate architectural shaping of the tomb.
|T]hen some two yards distance square from those Pillars, let
the ground be paved also with Marble, and at the four
Corners four other Marble Pillars raised as high as the
former, with Capitals at top, and the body of those Pillars
round, and the Statues of the four Cardinal Virtues placed on
those Capitals, sitting as in a weeping posture, and at the feet
of those Pillars the Statues of the Graces imbradng each
Pillar. (600)

" For the traditions and innovations of seventeenth-century tombs, see Nigel Llewellyn,
FuneralMonumtrits in Post-FeformationEngland (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).
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As detailed and otnate as these pillars appear, they remain firmly
embedded in the Palladian sense of decorum. Particularly when it came
to sacred structures, early modern architects emphasized the impor
tance of proper ornamentation. Wotton writes, "[TJhere are two Arts
attending os\ Architecture, like two of her principall Gentlewomen to dresse
and trimme their Mistresse; PICTVRE & SCVLPTVRE."^' Wotton's
comments recall PaUadio's assertion that, "Beauty will result from the
form and correspondence of the whole, with respect to the several
parts, of the parts with regard to each other, and of these again to the
whole;" the art attendant on architecture must serve a purpose in order
to qualify as beauty.'® From the earliest writings of Alberti, early
modern architects explicitly address this relationship, emphasizing the
connection between beauty and authority.'^ In Madame Jantil's case,
what might at first appear as excessive ornamentation, instead fits
within the larger context of representative power. She chooses her
emblems carefully, positioning statues and architectural flourishes in a
way that both glorifies her husband and demonstrates her knowledge
of order and symmetry.
MadameJantil's architectural specifications embrace more than the
immediate area of her husband's tomb. In order for the tomb to be
hers as well as her husband's, it must include living quarters (no matter
how temporary) and a certain access to the outside world. Madame
Jantil provides for this in typical neoclassical fashion. She describes for
her steward a structure in which form and ornamentation accord with
function:
[TJhis Tomb placed in the midst of a piece of ground...
which I have encompassed round with a Wall of Brick on the
inside of the Wall at one end, I would have built a little house
divided into three Rooms, as a Gallery, a Bed-chamber, and
a Closet, on the outside of the Wall a House for some
necessary Servants to live in, to dress my meat, and to be
ready at my call. (600)

Wotton, Elements, 82-83.
Palladio, Fotir Books,1.
" Alberti, Ten Books,163. See also Wotton, Elements, 106-07.
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Like Alberti's country house, the tomb is arranged in a circular fashion.
However, whereas in the country house the master is given the
privilege of movement and sight, in this structure, Madame Jantil
herself is the only "moving part."^® She succeeds in creating the
separation and balance dreamed of by Pratt and North. She wanders
her house, tended by servants who intrude only minimally, intent on
her own projects and concerns.
For Madame Jantil, her double tomb works in both a private and
a public sense. Once Madame Jantil closes herself into it, the tomb
serves as a place of contemplation and seclusion. Madame Jantil's
desire for seclusion with her husband's remains even prompts her to
refigure her own body as yet another enclosing space for her husband.
"With my hard groans build up a monument.. .My life like to an Arch
above his Ashes bend" (602). In its notoriety, however, her tomb is
subject to a great deal of public attention. Madame Jantil's project
demands that it be since she builds the tomb as a monument for future
generations. The physical tomb itself is not the only means whereby
Madame Jantil makes her silent, cloistered Mfe visible and audible to the
public. The tomb allows at least one of her servants, Nell Careless, to
observe her every move. Through Nell, the outside world of interested
"Gentlemen" learns of Madame Jantil's movements from room to
room as well as the devotions that make up her daily life. Madame
Jantil adds another layer of publicity, first through her meticulously
planned, dramatic divestiture of herself from the luxuries of the world,
and then through her equally public announcement of her will and
subsequent theatrical death. Unlike her more long-lived and fun-loving
counterparts in The Convent of Pleasure,Madame Jantil always plays to an
audience outside the confines of her own walled, world.
In the tomb, each section, each space, functions as a particular
place in the ordered routine of mourning. Madame Jantil precisely
describes the uses to which she will put the chambers of her tomb,
noting that even the hangings will serve to remind her of the compart
mentalized tasks she has assigned herself. Just as the armor and
weapons of Lady Victoria's warriors extended their bodies, so Madame

" But not the only "seeing part" We later learn that through some unspecified mechanism
Madame Jantil's maid, Nell Careless observes her mistress's private ministrations to her
husband and herself (fiell in Campo, 619).
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Jantil's tomb enlarges her physical presence. She becomes concrete and
massive through the body of her Tomb. To achieve the balance of the
perfect architectural monument, however, MadameJantil imagines that
she must become nothing more than a shadow cast upon the surfaces
she has created: "P^hus wiU I live a signification, not as a real sub
stance but as a shaddow made betwixt life and death" (600). Her words
here are highly suggestive, both in terms of her position as a women
and her self-presentation as an architect. Unlike the proprietor of
Alberti's country house or the self-propagating Master imagined by
Wotton, MadameJantil cannot comfortably remain at the physical and
metaphoric center of her creation. That site she reserves for her
husband's body. Instead, she uses architectural theory to redefine
herself as meaning, as a sign of devotion, as both the author of her work
and an ancillary to it. She may be a shadow, but she is rendered
concrete through the marble and brick of her Tomb.
In other words, Madame Jantil renounces, volubly, one form of
speech to take on another—that of the architect speaking through her
building. Of course, Madame Jantil's moment of self-construction
quickly ends with her death. Whatever power she wields as a woman in
economic and physical control of her environment only survives in the
document and policies of her will and in the tomb itself. Casting herself
as a body without motion, a body of pure place, Madame Jantil leaves
herself no lasting way of directing the fate of her architectural monu
ment. She must simply trust that thearchitectural principles that guided
her in the first place will continue to prompt onlookers to read her life
in the proper, orderly manner.
Composed in the 1650s, published in 1662, B^//in Campo emerges
at a pivotalmoment in English architecture. The ideal forms and orders
of neoclassical architects, while well known, had yet to be significantly
reali2ed in English buildings and English lives. Cavendish's interest in
architecture can, perhaps, be attributed to this lag between theory and
practice. Despite the masciJine perspective embedded in them,
architectural theories proved flexible enough to allow Cavendish to
torque tropes of silent, and thereby powerless, femininity. Using
connections made available by the discursive practices of Renaissance
architecture. Cavendish allows MadameJantil to reinsctibe silence as a
form of power. like the owner of the ideal CountryHouse, Madame
Jantil creates a stage on which she acts and spea^ through perfect
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physical arrangements of space and ornamentation. Even her own
ritualized subordination to her husband's memory cannot fuUy deflect
the logical imperative of her actions. To return to John Dee's character
ization of the architect, Madame Jantil becomes a judge, a director, the
head, governing all the parts of her creation. Through her. Cavendish
explores the extent to which women might achieve, if only briefly, a
form of "Self-fruition" and a new materiality in the world.

